Policy Statement of the Federal Trade Commission on Education Technology
and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
The Federal Trade Commission (“Commission”) is committed to ensuring that education
technology (“ed tech”) tools and their attendant benefits do not become an excuse to ignore
critical privacy protections for children. When Congress enacted the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act1 (“COPPA”), it empowered the Commission with tools beyond administering
compliance with notice and consent regimes. The Commission’s COPPA authority demands
enforcement of meaningful substantive limitations on operators’ ability to collect, use, and retain
children’s data, and requirements to keep that data secure. The Commission intends to fully
enforce these requirements—including in school and learning settings where parents may feel
they lack alternatives.
Protecting children’s privacy online has been a priority for the Commission since 1998,
when the Commission recommended “that Congress develop legislation placing parents in
control of the online collection and use of personal information from their children.”2 Thereafter,
Congress enacted COPPA and charged the Commission with enforcing the law, entrusting the
FTC to take the lead in protecting children’s privacy just as the country was entering the Internet
age. To implement COPPA, the Commission issued the COPPA Rule, which became effective in
2000.3
In the decades since COPPA’s enactment, there has been a steady proliferation of
technologies that allow, and business models that depend on, the online collection and
monetization of consumers’ personal information. The development of ever more sophisticated
targeting practices, in some cases based on comprehensive collection of users’ activities across
the Internet, has raised concerns that businesses might engage in harmful conduct and led to calls
for strengthening children’s privacy protections. Partly in response to these concerns, the
Commission revised the COPPA Rule4 in 2013, including to hold third parties such as
advertising networks liable for collection of children’s personal information from child-directed
sites in violation of the Rule5 and to expand the definition of personal information to include
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persistent identifiers used to target advertising to children.6 Since that time, companies’
information collection practices have continued to become more extensive, and concerns remain
that children’s information may be used to target them.
Concerns about data collection are particularly acute in the school context, where
children and parents often have to engage with ed tech tools in order to participate in a variety of
school-related activities. School-issued personal computing devices and online learning services
have provided substantial benefits to students, particularly as the COVID-19 pandemic closed
schools and forced families to switch from in-person to remote learning for their children. At the
same time, parents may have reasonable questions and concerns about the personal information
that ed tech providers collect and how they use and potentially share that information with third
parties, including for marketing purposes. And parent groups, among others, have expressed
concern that children are a captive audience in the school setting and should not be targeted with
advertising as they pursue their educations.7 School-issued devices and applications also enter
families’ homes, potentially allowing for even more private information to be collected and
shared. Commission staff has provided extensive guidance8 on COPPA’s application to ed tech
providers to address these concerns.
In investigating potential violations of COPPA by providers of ed tech and other covered
online services, the Commission intends to scrutinize compliance with the full breadth of the
substantive prohibitions and requirements of the COPPA Rule and statutory language. In
particular, the Commission will focus on:
•

Prohibition Against Mandatory Collection: COPPA-covered companies, including ed
tech providers, must not condition participation in any activity on a child disclosing more
information than is reasonably necessary for the child to participate in that activity.9
These businesses cannot stop students from engaging in an ed tech activity if they do not
provide information beyond what is reasonably needed to administer the students’
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participation in the activity.10 For example, if an ed tech provider does not reasonably
need to be able to email students, it cannot condition the student’s access to schoolwork
on students providing their email addresses.11 Students must not be required to submit to
unnecessary data collection in order to do their schoolwork.
•

Use Prohibitions: COPPA-covered companies, including ed tech providers, are strictly
limited in how they can use the personal information they collect from children. For
example, operators of ed tech that collect personal information pursuant to school
authorization12 may use such information only to provide the requested online education
service. In this context, ed tech companies are prohibited from using such information for
any commercial purpose, including marketing, advertising, or other commercial purposes
unrelated to the provision of the school-requested online service.13

•

Retention Prohibitions: COPPA-covered companies, including ed tech providers, must
not retain personal information collected from a child longer than reasonably necessary to
fulfill the purpose for which it was collected.14 It is unreasonable, for example, for an ed
tech provider to retain children’s data for speculative future potential uses.

•

Security Requirements: COPPA-covered companies, including ed tech providers, must
have procedures to maintain the confidentiality, security, and integrity of children’s
personal information.15 For example, even absent a breach, COPPA-covered ed tech
providers violate COPPA if they lack reasonable security.16

Such limitations on collection, use, and retention, along with security requirements, place
significant responsibility on COPPA-covered businesses to implement strong privacy
protections, in addition to the notice and consent requirements of the COPPA Rule. The
responsibility for COPPA compliance is on businesses, not schools or parents—and agreements
must reflect that.
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Children should not have to needlessly hand over their data and forfeit their privacy in
order to do their schoolwork or participate in remote learning, especially given the wide and
increasing adoption of ed tech tools. Going forward, the Commission will closely scrutinize the
providers of these services and will not hesitate to act where providers fail to meet their legal
obligations with respect to children’s privacy.
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